Analyses of fracturing and thermal performance of fractured reservoirs in engineered geothermal system (EGS) are extended from a depth of 5 km to 10 km, and models for flow and heat transfer in EGS are improved. Effects of the geofluid flow direction choice, distance between fractures, fracture width, permeability, radius, and number of fractures, on reservoir heat drawdown time are computed. The number of fractures and fracture radius for desired reservoir thermal drawdown rates are recommended. A simplified model for reservoir hydraulic fracturing energy consumption is developed, indicating it to be 51.8-99.6 MJ per m 3 fracture for depths of 5-10 km.
Introduction: Background and Assumptions
Geothermal energy is renewable, abundant, and comparatively clean and sustainable [1] , with a long-term potential estimated to be more than 200,000-fold of current world energy demand [2] , it is often available at a steady supply rate and is thus much more usable for base-load power generation than the intermittent and unsteady renewable resources such as wind and solar [1] . Geothermal energy used for power generation and direct-use heating applications currently accounts for approximately 2.1 EJ of worldwide energy and is forecast to have an annual growth of 10% [3] .
Over 99% of the thermal heat within 10 km depth in the continental United States is available in hot dry rock (HDR) with low permeability [2, 4] . A large volume of hot rocks (reservoir) should thus be fractured to increase fluid permeability, which is the so called EGS. Cold fluid ("geofluid," usually water) is injected into this reservoir to be heated by circulating it in the fractured reservoir. There are various ways to fracture the rock, including conventional explosives (nuclear was also proposed by some), but right now the most reasonable and manageable method is hydraulic fracturing, which is widely used for stimulating gas and oil fields, but in the EGS case it would typically be at bigger depths [2] . Hydraulic fracturing is performed by injection of high pressure water into the hot rock zone via a well drilled for that purpose, to propagate natural pores for creating enhanced fractures.
Reaching depths of 5-10 km and creating there a fractured reservoir for extracting the heat are very challenging tasks, both from the technology and optimal fracturing perspectives. The focal objective of this work is therefore to evaluate quantitatively the energy and heat extraction implications of creating and exploiting such deep HDR for the use of geothermal energy resources.
To that end, we calculate and analyze: (1) The energy needed for the fracturing, ( 2) The flow and heat transfer in the fractured reservoir, and (3) the effects of the selectable parameters, including fracture radius, width and permeability, spacing between fractures, number of fractures, and geofluid flow direction, on (1) and (2) , all to draw recommendation for reservoir design.
The geothermal gradients examined ranged from 40 C/km to 80 C/km. Nine cases are calculated, assuming that the earth surface temperature is 15 C [5] , which are summarized in Table  1 . The average reservoir temperature is
When liquid is injected into the EGS reservoir, it is preferred to keep it the liquid phase throughout the subsequent heating and recovery process, rather than allowing it to flash or otherwise evaporate, as explained in Refs. [4] and [6] . To accomplish this, the pressure in the subsurface system must be high enough to keep the hot liquid below its boiling point. For EGS resource, higher temperature of produced geofluid will bring more energy to the surface. It is also obvious that this may require larger and more suitably fractured reservoirs, all of which require more energy consumption. Consequently, we proceed (in Sec. 2) to develop a model for calculating the energy consumption of hydraulic fracturing. In Sec. 3, we modify a commonly used EGS reservoir simulation model to examine the reservoir performance with respect to fracture characteristics. Other commercial programs for EGS reservoir simulation are also available, such as the TOUGH2 and TETRAD codes [7] . The results and conclusions are summarized in Sec. 4 . The contribution of this work is to examine quantitatively the energy input and output for a typical EGS reservoir. The energy input is the enhanced reservoir hydraulic fracturing energy consumption. The energy output is the heat extracted from the reservoir. The temperature and pressure change of geofluid flowing through the enhanced reservoir are calculated by a finite element model. In more detail:
(1) Our calculations extend prior analyses from 5 km to 10 km. (2) Available models for flow and heat transfer in enhanced reservoirs are improved and expanded to include both subcritical and supercritical geofluid, buoyancy effects, and consideration of both upward and downward flows in them. ( 3) The reservoir hydraulic fracturing energy consumption is not available in the literature, and this study develops a simplified mathematical model for that and offers estimates of fracturing energy consumption.
emulsions [8] . In this study, we chose for simplicity pure water as the fracturing fluid.
2.1 Underground Rock Stress. For simplest conditions, a part of the earth's crust is assumed to have no appreciable forces acting upon the rock other than gravity; the rock is all under compressive stress [9] . The stress in the rock at point A is shown in Fig. 1 , where the vertical compressive stress (lithostatic pressure) at depth Z r is represented by the vector S L while the horizontal compressive stress at A is represented by S H . S L can be calculated [9] by
where q r is the average density of rock above the point A, kg/m 3 , and g is the gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m/s 2 . The horizontal stress is calculated as
where is Poisson's ratio of rock material. The fracturing process must overcome the in situ horizontal stress, r H ¼ 2S H . Since fractures propagate in the direction normal to the plane of least principal stress [10] , when r H > S L , the open orientation of a fracture will be vertical and propagating horizontally. Otherwise, the fracture will be opened horizontally and propagates in the vertical direction [9] . We assume and it is reasonable to expect that the rock will be homogenous granite for depths over 5 km [2] and the Poisson's ratio of granite is taken as 0.25 [11] , hence r H < S L . We therefore consider that the fractures would be open horizontally and propagate vertically, as is indeed observed to be true in current EGS sites [2] .
The fracturing process is to inject high pressure fluid through the injection well to initiate a crack underground. The pressure P hf applied at point A needs to satisfy [9] 
where S t is the effective tensile breaking strength of the rock. When this condition is satisfied, a crack will be initiated at point A and be enlarged by propagating vertically. We simplify the fractures to be vertical-parallel fractures in this work, as shown in Fig. 2 . The fractures are created sequentially: e.g., the right-most fracture is created first. After it reaches the desired size, the section of the injection well before that fracture is plugged to create the next fracture [9] . The process is repeated until the desired number of fractures is created.
2.2 Two-Dimensional (2D) Fracture Propagation Model. The two aspects of the fracturing process that need to be modeled are crack initiation and crack propagation [9] . The current experience of EGS reservoir fracturing shows that new cracks cannot be created [2] . So the fracturing process is actually the enlargement of existing cracks and faults [2] . The theoretical problem thus becomes modeling of the crack propagation only [9] . Besides, we assume that initiation at a given site has already occurred and that the principal stress orientations and magnitudes are known [9] . The rock failure in fracturing process is a complex thermal, hydrological, and mechanical coupling process, especially in EGS fields where high temperature is encountered [2] . Models that consider the coupling process were developed recently, such as in Refs. [12] [13] [14] . In this work, we adapted a simpler linearly propagating model for analyzing the fracturing process.
The linearly propagating rectangular shape fractures depicted in Fig. 2 (a) appear often in oil and gas applications because the oil and gas are usually present with distinct boundaries (horizontal lithological bounds) in a reservoir [9] , and hence the height H of a fracture equals to the reservoir height [15] . However, in EGS application, the reservoir is mostly artificial with no distinct reservoir boundaries. Fracturing will occur in an approximately homogeneous region of hot rock, so a radially symmetric fracture that propagates outward from the borehole is more suitable for simulating an EGS reservoir (shown in Fig. 2(b) ). Figure 3 is the schematic representation of a radially propagating fracture.
The Geertsma and De Klerk model (GdK model) [16] is widely used for modeling linear propagation of 2D hydraulic fracture. In this work, we assume: Under these assumptions, the GdK model [9] offers the following equations that predict the time-dependent dimensions of radially propagating fractures:
where R is the radius of fracture, m; G is the shear modulus of rock, Pa; l hf is the viscosity of fracturing fluid, PaÁs; _ q hf is the /s; t hf is the hydraulic fracturing treatment time, s; w is the width of fracture, m; is the Poisson's ratio of rock material; P hf is the pressure applied to fracture rocks, Pa; r H is the in situ horizontal stress, Pa; and r iw is the radius of injection wellbore, m.
According to Ref. [15] , the average width of the fracture is wðt hf Þ ¼ 8 15 wð0; t hf Þ
The energy consumption of hydraulic fracturing is considered to be the hydraulic (here geothermal) pumping electricity consumption. It is calculated as
where DP IW is the friction pressure loss when fracturing fluid flow through injection well, Pa; P r,hp is the hydrostatic pressure at reservoir depth, P r,hp ¼ q 0 g Z r , Pa; and g p is the hydraulic fracturing pump efficiency, %.
Since the friction pressure loss of fluid in the injection well DP IW ( P r,hp , we could eliminate DP IW from Eq. (9). Using Eqs. (5)-(9), we could get the relations between fracture dimensions and pumping energy consumption.
Assumptions for Modeling and Analysis.
We assume that the EGS reservoir is located in homogenous granite region underground. The rocks that need to be fractured are isotropic granite. The fracturing fluid is assumed to be pure water injected at 15 C. The shear modulus of material is calculated as
where E is Young's modulus of rock material, Pa. All assumptions of parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 2 . [15] ). R is the radius of fracture, w is the fracture width, r iw is the radius of injection wellbore, and V r is the fracturing fluid velocity.
The time-dependent volume of a fracture can be calculated by 
The parameter K hf differs with reservoir depth. Its value is listed in Table 3 . Deeper reservoirs consume more energy for fracturing because a larger in situ horizontal stress r H must be overcome.
Having calculated the energy needed to create a single fracture in this section, we examine in the following Sec. 3 the amount of heat that can be extracted by the geofluid flowing through the stimulated fractures.
Modeling and Analysis of Flow and Heat Transfer in an EGS Reservoir
As described above, the parallel cylindrical fractures are created sequentially. After creation of the desired number of fractures, the original horizontal injection wellbore ( Fig. 2 ) is plugged and abandoned. Then, new injection and production wellbores are drilled to connect the fractures and create a flow path for the geofluid. To allow the geofluid to sweep largest hot rock surfaces, the injection well and production well are at the uppermost and bottom of the fracture.
Mathematical Model. In deep EGS application, the permeability of natural rock is as low as 10
À18 [13, [19] [20] [21] , assuming that the rock is isotropic granite with little nature porosity. In this section, we assume that the fractures in the EGS reservoir are parallel, as shown in Fig. 5 . The shape of the fractures is assumed to be thin-cylindrical of uniform width w. In Fig. 5 , T in and T out represent the geofluid temperature at reservoir inlet and outlet, respectively. 2F s is the separation distance between fractures, and L in and L out are the geofluid inlet and outlet length in a fracture. The arrows indicate schematically the geofluid flow direction. The geofluid flow scheme is adapted from Refs. [10] and [23] . Different from Refs. [10] and [23] , the geofluid in this model could flow upward from the bottom of fracture to the top or flow downward from the top to the bottom, where the flow direction in Fig. 5 will reverse.
One-quarter of single hot rock block is simulated due to the symmetry in x and y directions. The mesh scheme and orientations of coordinates are presented in Fig. 6 .
Model of the Hot Rock Block.
Heat transfer within the rocks satisfies the three-dimensional (3D) heat conduction equation
where a r ¼ k r /q r Á c r is the thermal diffusivity of rocks. The initial condition is T r ðx; y; z; 0Þ ¼ T r;1 (14) At boundary surface 1 À 2k r @T r ðx; 0; z; tÞ
where _ q is the heat flux into the geofluid from the interface of rock and geofluid, which is then coupled with the overall flow and heat transfer model of the geofluid. The factor "2" on the lefthand side of Eq. (15) accounts for the fact that a fracture has two faces.
At surfaces 2 and 4, a symmetry boundary condition applies and at boundary surface 3, it is assumed that there is no heat transfer to or from surroundings, which means the geofluid sweeping the rock surface takes away only the heat stored in the rock blocks depicted as shaded in Fig. 5 . Therefore, at surfaces 2, 3, and 4 n Á rT r ¼ 0 (16)
The Model of the Geofluid Flow and Heat Transfer. The width of fracture
w is often of the order of millimeters and very small compared to the radius of the fracture R (Fig. 4) . Then, we could make the simplification that the flow in a fracture is 2D (this assumption was also made in Ref. [9] and used in the COMSOL 4.3a subsurface flow module [24] ). The temperature gradient of the geofluid in the y direction is therefore ignored, and thus Tðx; z; tÞ ¼ T r ðx; 0; z; tÞ (17) indicating that the geofluid temperature equals to the temperature of rock/geofluid interface. The 2D conservation of mass of the geofluid is
The geofluid (liquid) in the reservoir is assumed to be incompressible and its density is notated as q, evaluated at the temperature
Other geofluid properties such as l (average dynamic viscosity), a (average thermal diffusivity), c (average specific heat), and b T (average thermal expansion coefficient) are all evaluated at T ref and P ref . 
The mass conservation equation thus reduces to
The geofluid conservation of energy equation is
where the heat flux _ q from rock to geofluid is a heat source of the geofluid.
The conservation of momentum equations for the geofluid are
The buoyancy effect is considered using the modified gravity
The flow in the fracture is laminar because the Reynolds number is
À7 $ 100 < 2000. For laminar viscous flow in thin fractures, the momentum equations could be simplified to Darcy's law [23] 
where the permeability of fractured reservoir k f is of order 0.01-1 Darcy (1 Darcy ¼ 10 À12 m 2 ) [13, 20, [25] [26] [27] . The permeability of fractured reservoir is a function of fracture width. References [9] and [23] use a simple relation that k f ¼ w 2 /12, Ref. [25] gives more detailed correlation between k f and w. In this work, we examine the effect of k f independently of w because other factors may influence its value too. The initial condition of velocities is U ¼ 0 and V ¼ 0. At boundary 1 0 , U ¼ 0 and V ¼ 0, corresponding to no slip on the walls.
At
and U ¼ 0, corresponding to geofluid inflow. _ m f is the mass flow rate of geofluid in each fracture, _ m f ¼ _ m/N f , kg/s; _ m is the mass flow rate of geofluid in reservoir, kg/s; N f is the number of fractures. In addition, there is an edge temperature constraint that when t > 0,
At boundary 3 0 , a symmetry boundary condition with respect to x applies.
At boundary 4 0 , P ¼ P out , corresponding to the geofluid outflow condition, where P out is the geofluid pressure at reservoir outlet.
Nondimensional Form.
To simplify the above equations, they are recast into dimensionless form; Define dimensionless parameters t¼ ta r /F s ,
, where V * is the inflow velocity in each fracture where
. P * is a characteristic pressure related to Darcy's velocity drag, defined as P * ¼ l V * R/k f (obtained from nondimensionalize Eq. (23)). P out is the pressure of the reservoir geofluid outlet, and T r,1 is the average undisturbed reservoir rock temperature. All dimensionless parameters are of the order of 1.
The dimensionless heat conduction equation of the hot rocks is
The initial condition isT r ðx;ỹ;z;
ÀT in ÞÞ: At boundary surface 1, substitute _ q with Eqs. (15) and (20) and nondimensionalize
where 
Also
At other boundary surfaces 2, 3, and 4 n Á rT r ¼ 0
The dimensionless governing equations for the geofluid are
where
At boundary 3 0 , a symmetry boundary condition with respect tõ x applies.
At boundary 4 0 ,P ¼ 0, corresponding to geofluid outflow condition and a pressure constraint.
The rock temperature fieldT r and geofluid flow fieldP,Ũ,Ṽ are coupled by Eqs. (27)-(34). We could therefore getT r andP, U,Ṽ by solving the coupled Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) listed above with corresponding initial conditions and boundary conditions.
The software used to solve the coupled PDEs is COMSOL MULTI-PHYSICS 4.3a [24] . The geometric representation and the computation mesh are shown in Fig. 6 . The mesh was refined on the rock/ geofluid interface domain (Surface 1) as well as along the geofluid flow boundaries (Edge 1 0 ).
Assumptions for Modeling and Analysis.
Typically, geofluid flow rates of 50-150 kg/s or more per production well are considered to be necessary for resulting in an economical geothermal electricity production rate [2] . In this work, we therefore assumed that 100 kg/s geofluid is produced from the reservoir. With an assumption of 10% geofluid loss in the reservoir [2] , 111 kg/s geofluid needs to be injected. The total mass flow rate _ m in the reservoir is fixed to be 105.5 kg/s, which is the average value between the injection well flow rate (111 kg/s) and the production wells flow rate (100 kg/s).
All assumptions of fixed parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 4 . Reservoir based average thermal properties of the geofluid for nine calculated cases (Table 1) are listed in Table 5 . The thermal properties of the geofluid, assumed to be water, are calculated from EES software "IPAWS_Steam" data base [29] .
3.4 Sensitivity Analysis. In this section, we study the case of a 7.5 km reservoir with 60 C/km thermal gradient as a calculation example to examine effects of key parameters on reservoir performance. The results are obtained by solving Eqs. (25)-(34) using the COMSOL 4.3a software.
Equations (27)- (34) show that the reservoir information (number of fracture, fracture radius, fracture width, etc.) enters the Transactions of the ASME model by three parameters, K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 . Equation (26) 
Therefore, the effects of six key parameters were examined and presented in Table 6 : (1) flow direction: upward and downward in cases SC0 and SC1, respectively; (2) half the fracture separation distance F s , case SC2; (3) fracture radius R, case SC3; (4) number of fractures N f , case SC4; (5) fracture width w, case SC5; and (6) fracture permeability k f , case SC6.
Case
For a given reservoir,T out is the only variable in Eq. (35). SoT out is used as a comparison criterion to examine the effect of these six parameters.
Define the dynamic pressure of geofluid in reservoir subtract reservoir outlet pressure as the relative dynamic pressureP d aŝ
which indicates the combination effect of friction and buoyancy of geofluid in fractures. The reservoir dynamic pressure drop DP d is the dynamic pressure difference between reservoir inlet and outlet, which is therefore the relative dynamic pressure at reservoir inlet. Since the reservoir dynamic pressure drop DP d is directly related to geofluid circulating pumping work, so we use it as another comparison criterion to examine the effect of the six parameters.
In sum, we use the geofluid dimensionless outlet temperaturẽ T out and the reservoir dynamic pressure drop DP d as criteria to examine the effect of the six parameters.
Before the numerical computations, we use parameters of case SC0 to test the mesh convergence and time step convergence of the numerical model in COMSOL. The mesh scheme as shown in Fig. 6 has an error smaller than 10 À6 in the energy and momentum balance of Eqs. (25) , (27) , and (30)- (32) . Time steps are automatically chosen by COMSOL time-dependent solver that matches a tolerance of 10
À6
. The time step is $10 À13 initially and gradually increases to 10 À4 .
Effect of Flow Direction.
The effect of flow direction is analyzed by comparing cases SC0 and SC1.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the dimensionless temperature profileT r of the rock block and the relative dynamic pressure profilê P d after 40 years of operation, using parameters listed as case SC0 in Table 6 . Arrows show the dimensionless velocity of the geofluid. Initially, the dimensionless temperature of the rock block ranges from 0.9256 to 1.0744 (Fig. 7(a) ) due to the thermal gradient.
As shown in Fig. 7(c) , the rock block's temperature drops significantly after 40 years of cold geofluid sweeping. Since cold geofluid enters at the bottom of fracture, the rock block bottom has the greatest temperature drop. The dynamic pressure difference DP d between geofluid inlet and outlet, shown in Fig. 7(d) is caused by friction and buoyancy. When the geofluid flows upward, buoyancy helps the flow.
If we reverse the geofluid flow direction to make it enter the fracture at the top and leave at the bottom, the dimensionless temperature profileT r of the rock block and the relative dynamic pressure profileP d after 40 years of operation are shown in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f), using parameter values listed as case SC1 in Table 6 . Since the cold geofluid enters from the top, the rock block has a lower temperature at the top.
The geofluid dimensionless outlet temperatureT out as a function of operation time for upward and downward flows is shown in Fig. 8(a) . The dimensionless geofluid outlet temperatureT out drops to below 0.5 after 40 years. The temperature drawdown for downward flow is somewhat faster than upward flow for the initial 4 yr, even though the downward flow has a higher initial temperature because of the geothermal gradient, but the drawdown rate is nearly the same after the initial 4 yr. The reservoir dynamic pressure drops DP d are shown in Fig. 9(a) for the geofluid flowing upward and downward. When the geofluid flows upward, the dynamic pressure drop increases with operation time because the decrease of the geofluid temperature in a fracture reduces the flow-assisting buoyancy effect. When geofluid flows downward, the dynamic pressure drop decreases with operation time because the decrease of the geofluid temperature in a fracture reduces the flow-hindering buoyancy effect.
If we keep the geofluid temperature drawdown to a certain degree (for example, keepT out > 0.9, corresponding to first 5 yr of operation, which ensures constant heat production rate of the reservoir) where the buoyancy is large, the upward flow scheme has less dynamic pressure drop within the reservoir, which is desirable.
In sum, the downward flow scheme has faster temperature drawdown at the beginning of operation and larger reservoir dynamic pressure drop, thus presenting worse reservoir performance, so the upward flow scheme is preferred. Figures  8(b) and 9(b) show the dimensionless outlet temperatureT out and reservoir dynamic pressure drop DP d with respect to operation time, using the parameters listed as case SC2 in Table 6 . The influence of F s becomes negligible when F s reaches a certain value (around 60 m), which implies that the thermal penetration length in y direction (of order ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi a r Life r p % 30:78 m [9] ) is around 60 m. Figures 8(c) and 9(c) show dimensionless outlet temperatureT out and reservoir dynamic pressure drop DP d with respect to operation time, using the parameters listed as case SC3 in Table 6 . As seen, increasing the fracture radius slows the geofluid outlet temperatureT out drawdown because larger radii present a larger volume of hot rocks for releasing heat. Radii R ¼ 750 m and 1000 m show nearly no thermal drawdown over 40 years.
Effect of Fracture Separation Distance 2F s .

Effect of Fracture Radius R.
As seen in Fig. 9(c) , increasing the fracture radius R lowers the dynamic reservoir pressure drop DP d , which is because a larger fracture results in a higher geofluid outlet temperature that leads to higher flow-assisting buoyancy forces.
However, larger R requires more energy to fracture, so there exists a value of R that may be desirable from the energy balance standpoint. The following Sec. 3.4.6 describes the way to find it. the parameters listed as case SC4 in Table 6 . Increasing the number of fractures indicates decreasing the mass flow rate _ m f in each fracture because _ m f Á N f ¼ _ m, where the total mass flow rate in the reservoir, _ m, is assumed to be constant (Table 4) . N f ¼ 15 shows nearly no thermal drawdown.
If the reservoir design does not allow the dimensionless outlet temperatureT out to drop below 0.9 over 40 years, then the minimal number of fractures is around N f ¼ 15 ( Fig. 8(d) ), for F s ¼ 60 m, R ¼ 500 m, w ¼ 2 mm, and k f ¼ 10 À13 m 2 . As seen in Fig. 9(d) , increasing the number of fractures N f lowers the dynamic reservoir pressure drop DP d , which is because a larger number of fractures result in a higher geofluid outlet temperature that leads to higher flow-assisting buoyancy forces.
In addition, larger number of fractures results in lower geofluid mass flow rate in each fracture _ m f , which reduces the frictional pressure loss. Therefore, a large number of fractures is desirable from both thermal drawdown and reservoir pressure loss points of view. However, more fractures consume more fracturing energy, so there should be a recommended number of fractures. The way to find the recommended N f is discussed in the following Sec. 3.4.6.
Effect of Fracture Width
w and Permeability k f . Figures  8, and 9 (e), 9(f) show the dimensionless outlet temperatureT out and reservoir dynamic pressure drop DP d with respect to operation time, using the parameters listed as case SC5 and case SC6 in Table 6 , respectively.
Figures 8(e) and 8(f) show that the reservoir dimensionless outlet geofluid temperatureT out is insensitive to the fracture width w and permeability k f . Since the fracture width w and permeability k f influence the governing equations by parameter K 2 and K 3 that are only in Eq. (31), the results thus indicate that the pressure field influenced by K 2 and K 3 has little influence on the temperature field. Further explanation is that since the result shows that K 2 and K 3 have little influence on the nondimensional velocity field, so they have little influence on À@T r =@ỹ ỹ
¼0
given by Eq. (27) . Figures 9(e) and 9(f) show that the fracture width w and permeability k f have a significant influence on the reservoir dynamic pressure drop: the dynamic pressure drop in the reservoir decreases as the fracture becomes wider and as the permeability becomes larger (approximately DP d / 1/ w Á k f ), as expected. Therefore, we should aim to create wider and more permeable fractures. From Fig. 4(b) , we see that the average width of a fracture is around 2 mm, so we choose w ¼ 2 mm. References [13] , [20] , and [25] [26] [27] suggest an average permeability of 10 À13 m 2 for fractured reservoirs, so we choose k f ¼ 10 À13 m 2 . Clearly, fracturing methods that could produce wider fracture or increase the fracture permeability could be adapted in practice to reduce reservoir dynamic pressure drop DP d .
Recommended Design of
Reservoir. An EGS reservoir will be abandoned when its thermal drawdown reaches certain degree. In this work, we aim to design a reservoir to achievẽ T out ! 0.9 (thermal drawdown 10%) over 40 years of operation.
The design of an EGS reservoir should aim at finding the minimal number of fractures that could satisfy 10% thermal drawdown over 40 years to save fracturing energy, which is proportional to the number of fracture. So there exists a minimal number of fractures N f,min that satisfiesT out ¼ 0.9 after 40 years for given F s , R, w, and k f . For example, N f,min ¼ 15 for
w ¼ 2 mm, and k f ¼ 10 À13 m 2 as shown in Fig. 8(d) . If N f > N f,min ,T out will be greater than 0.9 after 40 years. Since the mass flow rate _ m f in each fracture is inversely proportional to N f , the N f,min also indicates the maximal allowed geofluid mass flow rate in each fracture to keep the thermal drawdown rate below 10% over 40 years.
For geofluid flows upward, F s ¼ 60 m, w ¼ 2 mm, and Fig. 10 plots N f,min with respect to fracture radius R. Each N f,min is found by solving Eqs. (25)-(34). We could get the following expression from data regression:
Because of the thermal gradient, for upward flow scheme, geofluid leaves the reservoir at top where temperature is lower than the average reservoir temperature (Fig. 7(a) ). Then for larger fracture radii R, we get lower initial dimensionless geofluid outlet temperatureT out (Fig. 8(a) ).
To makeT out ! 0.9 initially, there is an upper bound of fracture radius R max
where the thermal gradient Th g is in units of C/m. As seen in Figs. 8(c) and 9(c), larger R is desirable because they reduce both the thermal drawdown and the reservoir dynamic Table 5 Table 6 Summary of parameter effects analysis pressure drop DP d , but R cannot exceed its maximal value defined by Eq. (38). The fracturing energy needed for a single fracture is given by Eq. (12) . Adding Eq. (12) to the energy needed for drilling the fracturing fluid supply wellbore, the total fracturing energy to create N f fractures is
where W h-hole is the energy consumption to drill a horizontal uncased fracturing wellbore (Fig. 5) , which carries fracturing fluid to each fracturing location during the hydrofracturing process. w h-hole is the energy consumption per meter of the horizontal wellbore. The factor "2" is because the distance between fractures is 2F s . From the result presented in Sec. (Table 3) In conclusion, a recommended design of a reservoir is to create N f ¼ N f,min fractures when each fracture has a radius R ¼ R max . Then, the energy consumption of creating a reservoir that satisfies 10% thermal drawdown over 40 years will be the least (Eq. (40)). Table 1 , which satisfy thermal drawdown of 10% over 40 years, are presented in Table 7 for
Results and Discussion. The analysis results of EGS reservoirs listed in
, and upward flows. A recommended fracture radius R max is determined by Eq. (38). Substitute T r,1 in Eq. (38) with Eq. (1), we have Transactions of the ASME
indicating that R max increases with Z r and Th g , which also can be seen in Table 7 . The recommended number of fractures N f,min is found by solving Eqs. (25)-(34) when R ¼ R max for a reservoir that satisfies 10% thermal drawdown over 40 years. Table 7 shows that N f,min decreases as Z r and Th g are increased. For hotter reservoirs, fewer fractures with larger radius are recommended to save fracturing energy.
The total pressure drop in the reservoir DP r is the sum of the dynamic pressure drop DP d and gravity Table 7 lists the total pressure drop DP r after 40 years of operation in a reservoir with R ¼ R max and N f ¼ N f,min . We need to provide DP r at reservoir inlet to overcome geofluid friction and gravity when flow upward. For a given reservoir depth Z r , DP r decreases with increased thermal gradient Th g because of the higher flowassisting buoyancy effect. For given reservoir thermal gradient Th g , DP r increases with increased Z r because of substantially large R max in Eq. (42).
The energy needed for fracturing, W rsv , is calculated by using Eqs. (12) and (39), as (43), which decreases with increasing depth Z r and thermal gradients Th g . This is because W rsv is proportional to N f,min , which also decreases with increasing Z r and Th g . The number of years needed for the geothermal field energy output to compensate for the energy needed for the reservoir creation is defined by
where _ Q r is calculated by Eq. (35), g c is the energy efficiency of power plants to convert heat to power. We take g c ¼ 16% which is the national electricity generation efficiency by geothermal energy [32] . The fracturing pump efficiency, g p , is assumed to be 80%. Table 7 lists the energy payback year of fracturing the reservoir for reservoir inlet temperature T in ¼ 70 C [29, 30] , showing that the energy could be paid back within 3 months of operation and this time decreases as increased Z r and Th g .
Conclusions
The work presents a mathematic model for calculating the energy consumption of the hydraulic fracturing process, focused on EGS reservoir creation. In a separate model, we compute the geofluid flow and heat transfer in the fractures. The results from these models for EGS reservoirs of depths of 5-10 km and thermal gradients of 40-80 C/km are presented. The main contribution of this work is to examine quantitatively the energy input and output for a typical EGS reservoir by extending prior analyses from 5 km to 10 km, improving and expanding existing models for flow and heat transfer in enhanced reservoirs to include buoyancy effects, and consideration of both upward and downward flows in them, and for the first time developing a simplified model for reservoir hydraulic fracturing energy consumption from which we present values of that energy.
The energy needed to create a fracture, W hf , is found to be proportional to the volume of the fracture V hf , where the proportionality coefficient between them, K hf , increases with reservoir depth Z r , mostly because a larger in situ stress must be overcome to create fractures in deeper reservoir.
From the analysis of reservoir parameters (geofluid flow direction, fracture separation distance 2F s , fracture radius R, number of fractures N f , fracture width w, and fracture permeability k f ), we find:
(1) Geofluid flow upward is preferred than geofluid flow downward because buoyancy could help the flow. (2) Increasing the fracture separation distance 2F s slows down the thermal drawdown when F s < 60 m. When F s exceeds 60 m, the thermal drawdown is no longer affected by F s , indicating that the thermal penetration length of cold geofluid sweep of hot rock blocks is about 60 m. In practice, it thus may be desirable to separate the fractures by 120 m to avoid interaction between two fractures. (3) The larger the fracture radius R, the slower is the thermal drawdown because larger volume of hot rocks is been swept. (4) For a given geofluid total inflow rate, a larger number of fractures N f result obviously in a smaller mass flow rate _ m f in each fracture, which reduces the thermal drawdown rate. (5) The fracture average width w and permeability k f have negligible effect on the heat transfer from hot rock blocks to the geofluid in the fractures. Their effect on geofluid dynamic pressure drop DP d in the reservoir is, however, significant, where After this parametric analysis, we calculated the recommended radius of fracture R max , recommended number of fractures N f,min , reservoir pressure drop DP r , fracturing energy consumption W rsv and energy payback year Y rsv for nine different reservoirs and tabulated the results in Table 7 . R max increases with increased Z r and Th g while N f,min , DP r , W rsv , and Y rsv decreases with increased Z r and Th g . Deeper reservoirs with higher thermal gradient will require less pressure to drive the geofluid circulation in the reservoir and require fewer fractures, which reduces the energy consumption for creating the reservoir. The energy payback of the EGS reservoir is found to be less than 3 months. 
